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Abstract

In this talk, we will cover some of the learnings from our experiences working 

with various model-explanation algorithms across business domains. 

Through the lens of two case studies, we will discuss the theory, application, 

and practical-use guidelines for effectively using explainability techniques to 

generate value in your data science lifecycle.



Explainability takeaways

1. Explanations are models

2. Global complexity, local simplicity



Context: concerns about machine learning



More context: privacy and compliance regulations

Companies should commit to ensuring systems, 
including AI, will be GDPR compliant with sizeable 
fines of €20 million or 4% of global turnover.

Article 22 of GDPR empowers individuals with the 
right to demand an explanation of how an AI 
system made a decision that affects them. 

California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018 requires 
companies to rethink their approach to capturing, 
storing, and sharing personal data to align with the 
new requirements by January 1, 2020.



How do we address this? AI Explainability.



Takeaway 1: explanations are models

● “Outcome Y happened because of X”

→ Y = f(X)

● “The way X causes outcome Y is <list of rules>”

→ f = <list of rules>



Black box = a model with complex rules

Figures reproduced with permission from Marc Tanti, geekyisawesome.blogspot.com/2016/02/gradient-descent-algorithm-on.html



Explaining machine learning: two approaches

1. Use a model with simple rules

→ “interpretable models”

2. Approximate complex rules with simpler ones 

→ “black box explainability”



A case for black box explainability

● Simplicity can lead to poorer performance
→ See Kaggle, every competition

● Simplicity can lead to discriminatory models
→ See Chen, Irene, et al. Why Is My Classifier Discriminatory? NeurIPS 2018

● It seems closer to the way we humans do it
→ See the next slide (this is my opinion)



Example: explain this human decision

?



Takeaway 2: global complexity, local simplicity

Near a single prediction or set of predictions, a simple model may accurately 

describe the complex black box model.

Figure from Marco Ribiero, et al. Why should I trust you? Explaining the predictions of any classifier



Fair lending laws [ECOA, FCRA] require credit decisions to be explainable 

Case study 1: model-based lending

Lender Creditworthiness model

Why? Why not? How?

?
     

Loan application 

Application denied

Query AI system

Estimated risk of default = 0.3



Primary goal: model performance

Historical lending

Historical failure to pay back loan

Machine learning
Performance metrics

AUC
Precision

Recall
F1- Score



Additional goal: human interpretability
Performance 

metrics

AUC
Precision

Recall
F1- Score

Aha!

Historical lending

Historical failure to pay back loan

Machine learning



Setting the stage

● Dataset: ~500,000 peer-to-peer loans

● Outcome: “fully paid” vs. “charged off”

→ 13.5% charge-off rate

● ~50 continuous features (many 
integers)

● 4 categorical features

● 134 model inputs after one-hot 
encoding

A random sample showing selected fields



Modeling

● Simple model

○ logistic regression

● Complex model

○ gradient boosted trees

● Simplicity-performance tradeoff

○ complex model performs 
better

Model performance comparison



Logistic regression: built-in global interpretability

Linear model coefficients



Boosted trees, too, to some extent



Back to the problem: answering questions

Lender Creditworthiness model

Why? Why not? 
How?

?
     

Loan application 

Application denied

Query AI system

Estimated risk of default = 0.3



Explaining rejections

● Business rule: reject where prediction exceeds 0.2

● Explain rejection = explain why prediction was significantly above average

A random sample of rejected loans showing selected fields, scores, and outcome



Logistic regression explanation

Explaining the first selected rejection:

● Intercept (aka base log odds) = -2.016

○ base prediction of 0.118

● The specific inputs increase the log 
odds by 0.753, for a total of -1.263

○ final prediction of 0.220

Breakdown of highest-impact factors on model prediction



base log odds: -2.016 → base predicted probability: 0.118

total impact: 0.753 → resulting log odds: -1.263  → resulting predicted probability: 0.220



Can we match this for a black box model?



Additive feature attributions

Definitions

● g :  explanation model

● z’ : explanation feature vector

● z’i : i
th explanation feature (either 0 or 1)

● Φ0 : typical prediction

● Φi : i
th explanation feature’s attributed impact

See Scott Lundberg, et al. A Unified Approach to Interpreting Model Predictions, NeurIPS 2017



Examples of binarizing features for explanation

Structured

● This feature has not been replaced with its mean value

● This feature has not been replaced with a value taken from 
another example in the dataset

Unstructured

● All instances of this word have not been deleted from the text

● This super-pixel has not been grayed out in the image



Black box explanation

Explaining the first selected rejection:

● The average prediction is 0.140

○ base prediction of 0.140

● The difference in inputs between 
the expected case and this case 
increases the prediction by 0.159

○ final prediction of 0.299 Breakdown of highest-impact factors on model prediction



base prediction: 0.140    |    given prediction: 0.299





Case study 2: model-enhanced medicine

Caruana et al., Intelligible Models for HealthCare, KDD 2015

1. Predict probability of death from pneumonia

2. Predict 30-day hospital readmission

(both of these tasks pose significant “correlation is not causation” problems)



Primary goal: human intelligibility

This makes 
sense!

Historical medical data (with outcomes) Machine learning



Additional goal: model performance

Performance 
metrics

AUC
Precision

Recall
F1- Score

This makes 
sense!

Machine learningHistorical medical data (with outcomes)



Whitebox approach: Generalized Additive Models

Figure from Caruana et al., Intelligible Models for HealthCare, KDD 2015

● fj = risk score of feature xj

● logistic regression is the 

special case where f is 

linear (f = kx)



Thank You!

luke@fiddler.ai



Appendix 1: Variance of SHAP


